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The diagrams with schedule of route indications show the resignalling of this area consequent on 
the bringing into use ofa new signal box named "DERBY", located on the down side ofthe line between 
the site of Way & Works box and London Road Junction box. 

The work will be carried out in three stages as detailed below and during these stages, points and 
signals worked from the signal boxes concerned will be disconnected and Drivers hand-signalled as 
necessary. On completion of each stage the signalling will be as shown on the diagrams. The following 
notes are intended to supplement the information given thereon. 

Further details of the working during these stages will be found in the appropriate Weekly Notice 
of Engineering Work. 

Stage I	 Between Tamworth High Level, Alrewas, Moira West Junction and Repton Br 
Willington. 

22.00 Saturday, 14th June until 06.00 Monday, 16th June, 1969. 

The existing running signals controlled by Elford, Wichnor Junction. Barton & Walton, 
Branston Junction, Leicester Junction, Burton Station South, Horninglow Bridge (up and 
down main and goods lines), Wetmore Sidings and Clay Mills Junction, also Gresley, Swad
lincote Junction, Drakelow and Birmingham Curve Junction, will be taken away and replaced 
by multiple aspect signalling controlled from DERBY box. 

The junction at Wichnor between the Birmingham and Walsall lines will be re-sited 
approximately 560 yards nearer to Tamworth. 

Tamworth High Level-The signal box will remain until SALTLEY signal box is 
commissioned later this year. The down main home and distant signals will be abolished. 
A new three aspect colour light down main home I signal, TH.21 will be provided located 
600 yards before reaching the signal box. A o sign will be fixed to the post of this signal. 

A telephone will be provided at automatic signal SY.398 (also acting as down main 
distant signal for this box) giving communication with this box. 

A <> sign will be fixed to shunting signal TH.31. 
The up main starting signal will be superseded by a three aspect colour light signal, 

TH.16, 1,320 yards from the signal box. A telephone will be provided at this signal, giving 
communication with the signal box. 

The up main intermediate block signals (known as Wiggington) controlled from this box 
will be taken away. 

Alrewas-The existing signals will be linked up with the Derby box colour light signals 
as shown on the diagram. 

Moira West Junction-The existing signals will be linked up with the Derby box 
colour light signals as shown on the diagram. 

j Horninglow Bridge-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will continue 
to control movements to and from the Horninglow Wharf branch, the Guild Street branch, 
to and from the" Up and down" goods line, to Hawkins Lane. and to and from the East and 
West yards. The" Up and down" goods line up home signal will be superseded by a three 
aspect colour light signal with position light subsidiary and theatre type route indicators as 
detailed on the diagram. 

Wetmore Sidings-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
movements to and from the connecting line. East and West yards, New Wetmore Sidings. 
English Grain Co. siding. and shunting movements between the down and up side and vice
versa. 

Clay Mills Crossing-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
the level crossing only. The crossover between the down and up main lines will be controlled 
from the adjacent frame. 

Repton Br Willington-The down main intermediate block signals (known as Hargate) 
controlled from this signal box will be taken away. The down main home signal will be 
superseded by a four aspect colour light signal, RW.14, 75 yards from the signal box. A <> 
sign will be fixed to the post of this signal until the completion of Stage 2. The down main 
starting signal will be taken away. 

The up main distant signal will be taken away. 
A new four aspect colour light up main home I signal, RW.2 will be provided 735 yards 

from the signal box. 
The link up between the existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling is shown 

on the link up diagram and will remain until the completion of Stage 2. 
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Stage 11	 Between Repton & Willington, Egginton Junction, Castle Donington and London 
Road Junction. 

22.00 Saturday, 28th June until 06.00 Monday, 30th June, 1969. 

Repton & Willington up main home 2 and starting signals together with the existing 
running signals controlled by Stenson Junction, Sunny Hill, Melbourne Junction, and L. & N.W. 
Junction (except the down goods distant), also Chellaston Junction and Back Lane crossing, 
will be taken away. The multiple aspect signalling controlled from DER.BY box will be 
extended through this area to London Road Junction box (exclusive). 

Egginton Junction-The down Stoke line distant signal will be taken away. 
The down Stoke line home signal will be superseded by a three aspect colour light 

signal 445 yards from the box. 
The up Stoke line starting signal will be superseded by a three aspect colour light signal 

374 yards from the box. 
Telephones will be provided at both signals giving telephone communication with this 

signal box. 

Chellaston Junction-The connection from the Chellaston single line to the up 
Stenson line will be secured out of use. 

Worthington Branch-The" One Train Working" staff is housed in an instrument 
located in a cupboard adjacent to the double sided notice board at the Chellaston end of the 
branch. 

Castle Donington-The signal box will remain until TRENT signal box is commissioned 
later this year. 

The down and up main distant signals will be taken away. 
The down main home I and home 2 signals will be superseded by a three aspect colour 

light signal with subsidiary signal and associated route indicator, CD.13, 70 yards from the 
signal box. A new two aspect colour light distant signal will be provided 1,283 yards in 
rear of this signal. 

An additional three aspect colour light up main home I signal, CD.8, will be provided 
1,300 yards on the Derby side of the signal box. The existing semaphore up main home 
signal will be replated up main home 2 signal. 

The telephones at signals CD.8, CD.13, nA02 and n.401 will temporarily give corn
munication with this signal box. 

London Road Junction-The down main (West) home 2 and starting signals with lower 
distant arms for L. & N.W. Junction box will be recovered. 

A new down main (West) starting signal, LR.40 will be provided 800 yards from this 
signal box. A ~ sign will be fixed on the post of this signal until completion of Stage 3. 

The link up between the existing signalling and the multiple aspect signalling is shown 
on the link up diagram and will remain until the completion of Stage 3. 

Stage III Between Draycott, Derby London Road Junction and Stretton. 

22.00 Saturday, 12th July until 06.00 Monday, 14th July, 1969. 

The existtng running signals controlled by Spondon Station, Way & Works, London 
Road Junction, Derby Station" A ", Derby Station North Junction, Engine Sidings No. I, 
Derby Junction, Derby North Junction, St. Mary's Junction, Breadsall Crossing, Little Eaton 
Junction, Duffield Junction, Belper Goods, Broadholme, Ambergate South Junction, Crich 
Junction, and Wingfield will be taken away. The multiple aspect signalling controlled from 
DER.BY box will be extended through this area to Stretton box (exclusive). 

Draycott-The signal box will remain until TRENT Power signal box is commissioned 
later this year. 

The existing down main starting signal will be taken away. 
The up main home signal will be superseded by a three aspect colour light signal. DT.19, 

250 yards from the signal box. 
The existing up main colour light distant signal will be taken away. Automatic colour 

light signals n.378 and n.376 will act as up main outer and inner distant signals respectively 
for the new home signal. 

The telephones at signals DT.19, n.376 and n.378 will temporarily give communication 
with this signal box. 
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Spondon Station-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
movements between the sidings and the down and up main lines. 

Engine Sidings No. 2-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
movements between the up and down Loco. lines. the pilot siding, the diesel depot, the loco. 
and the C.M. & E.E. sidings. 

St. Mary's Goods Yard-The signal box will become a shunting frame and will control 
movements to and from the yard and the up departure siding. down goods and down main 
lines. 

Denby Branch-The" One Train Working" staff is housed in an instrument located 
in a cupboard adjacent to the double sided notice board situated near Little Eaton station 
level crossing. 

Wirksworth Branch-The .. tokens" for the branch are housed in instruments 
(released from Derby signal box) located adjacent to signal DY.548 at Duffield Junction and 
at Wirksworth. 

Matlock Branch-The" One Train Working" staff is housed in an instrument located 
in a cupboard on the platform at Ambergate. 

Stretton-This signal box will remain until TRENT signal box is commissioned later 
this year. 

The down main distant and home signals will be taken away. 
A new colour light down main home signal SN.5 will be provided 1.510 yards on the 

Derby side of the signal box. 
The up main inner distant. home and starting signals will be taken away. 
A new colour light up main home signal SN.24 will be provided 325 yards on the 

Clay Cross side of the signal box. 
The existing four aspect colour light up main outer distant signal (starting signal for 

Clay Cross South Junction box) will become a three aspect signal and act as up main distant 
signal for SN.24. (The signal will continue to be controlled as starting signal for Clay Cross 
South Junction box.) 
~ signs will be fitted to shunting signals SN.14 and SN.9. 
The telephones at signals TT.38. SN.5 and SN.24 will temporarily give communication 

with this signal box. 

General-All multiple aspect signals capable of showing a red aspect and position light ground signals 
will be plated as shown on the diagram. (The numbers shown against semaphore and shunting signals 
will not be exhibited on the signals and are for reference purposes only.) 

Telephones will be provided at all Derby box multiple aspect signals capable of showing a red 
aspect. except DY.572 and DY.548. 

All ground frames. except those detailed below, shown on the diagram. are released from Derby 
box:-

Spondon No. I Chellaston 
Hilton Crossing Branston Sidings 
Back Lane Crossing Moira South 

BR. Standard Automatic Warning System-Except as shown below, AWS Track equipment will 
be provided approximately 200 yards on the approach side of all new multiple aspect signals on passenger 
running lines:

Derby Station area (signals Nos. DY.44I-DY.446 inclusive, DY,451-DY,454 inclusive and DY,456).
 
Stenson Junction to Egginton Junction (Stoke Line).
 
Wichnor Junction to Alrewas (Walsall line).
 
Matlock branch.
 

Rules and Regulations-On completion of each stage, the Track Circuit Block Regulations will apply 
on the re-signalled section of the main running lines. 

The methods of working on the other running lines will be detailed in the amendments to the 
Sectional Appendix (Southern Section) and will be published in the Weekly Notice of Engineering 
Work concerned. 
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